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Abstract

Policy can change people’s preferences. For example, how cities are
designed has an impact on future preferences about modes of trans-
port, even after people move. We examine the normative significance
of such preference formation for climate policy design, in which such
effects are commonly ignored. Yet, on the long time scales that cli-
mate policy must consider, it is likely to change preferences. We argue
that this is of high relevance for the adequate evaluation of mitigation
options. We further argue that the orthodox approach of addressing
environmental concerns with marginal pricing and Pigouvian taxes is
missing a key element. Policies that change preferences can influence
the cost of carbon mitigation, and hence change the optimal carbon tax
rate. As an attempt to assist in policy making with endogenous prefer-
ences, we examine alternatives to preference satisfaction for normative
economics. Some new arguments for and against established positions
in welfare theory are considered. We conclude that substantive welfare
criteria, or perhaps a reinterpretation of the standard liberal approach
to welfare as about fundamental preferences, may serve as a better
guide to policy where preferences are endogenous.
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1 Introduction

Consider a policy-maker designing a new urban district. She knows that the
economy must be completely decarbonized sometime after 2050 and cer-
tainly before 2100 (IPCC, 2014). She also knows that the social and built
environment shapes people’s preferences about mobility (Weinberger and
Goetzke, 2010). How should she design the district? Her infrastructure de-
cisions will change people’s choice sets and their choices (Sunstein, 2015).
The infrastructure built has non-marginal effects (Dietz and Hepburn, 2013)
and it is even likely to influence people’s broader preferences (Bowles, 1998).
Currently observable choices are thus not necessarily a valid basis for the
decision. What weight should be given to dominant preferences for driving
conventional cars? And given the need for low-carbon transport options,
how should the infrastructure enable electric cars on the one hand and non-
motorized and public transport on the other?
This example highlights a normative difficulty for climate change mitigation
that we address in this article: policy measures influence people’s prefer-
ences. This is almost routinely ignored in climate policy, possibly because
addressing it requires rethinking standard positions in current welfare eco-
nomics – the branch of economics that analyses how to evaluate economic
outcomes from different ethical viewpoints.

Standard economics typically recommends that the core of the solution
to mitigating climate change is to impose a price on carbon. The economic
logic behind this claim is as follows: Emitting greenhouse gases is an “ex-
ternality” because doing so harms unconcerned others and this harm is not
taken into account by the emitters. The carbon price corrects this and pro-
vides an incentive not to pollute. Optimally, the price should be set at a
level such that the (“marginal”) benefit derived from an additional unit of
emitted carbon equals the (“marginal”) damage caused by an additional
unit of carbon emitted. The price that achieves this equalization is called
the Pigouvian level of the carbon price, after Cambridge economist Pigou
(1920).

Most descriptive or normative work in economics is based on stable
preferences of households. Descriptively, this means that individuals have
fixed preferences over the consumption options available to them. It is only
through changing prices of goods, not because of changes in tastes, that peo-
ple’s choices change. Normatively, standard economics typically assumes the
view that a state of the world is better than another state of the world if
people’s preferences are fulfilled to a larger degree. That is, the more people
get what they want, the better. This is referred to as the preference satis-
faction view of welfare. Yet over time, preferences change. Bowles (1998)
comprehensively surveys evidence for preference changes from various social
sciences. He argues that preferences co-evolve with economic institutions
and identifies various mechanisms of cultural transmission that give rise to
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preference changes. He further claims that “. . . we can neither accurately
predict nor coherently evaluate the likely consequences of new policies or
institutions without taking account of preference endogeneity”. [. . . ] “ Be-
cause our preferences have [. . . ] effects on others, how we acquire them is a
matter of public concern.” (Bowles, 1998, pp. 75 and 105).

However, the normative and welfare-theoretic aspects of preference for-
mation have rarely been explored in economics (exceptions are von Weizsäcker
(1971, 2005); Bar-Gill and Fershtman (2005); Binder (2010)). If policy mea-
sures can change preferences, this is a difficulty for the standard evaluation
of policies by the satisfaction of stable revealed preferences. The reason is
that if policies shape preferences, they shape the scale by which they are
to be evaluated. If policies shape their very standard of evaluation, the
standard itself becomes unsound.

The aim of this article is twofold: First, we ask whether and, if so, to
what extent the endogeneity of preferences matters for climate policy. We
conclude that climate policy is different from many other fields of economic
policy because it must deal with very long time scales. On time frames of
decades or centuries much preference formation by policies will occur.1 As
we will see, an implication is that if climate policies shift preferences towards
low-carbon consumption, the costs of mitigating climate change would be
lower. Second, we examine whether the major approaches to welfare dis-
cussed in normative economics are adequate for assessing policies that shape
preferences. We conclude that modified revealed preference approaches are
unsuitable for evaluating the merit of long-term climate policies, and that
more substantive notions of welfare, while also not entirely satisfactory, pro-
vide more useful guidance.

Our analysis differs from much recent work in climate ethics, which tends
to focus more upon responsibilities for the burden of mitigation rather than
on how competing mitigation options are evaluated (Gardiner et al., 2010;
Hayward, 2012; Caney, 2014), but see Caney and Hepburn (2011). Non-
consequentialist approaches hence prevail. In this article, we focus on a spe-
cific problem within normative economics, which traditionally has been con-
sequentialist. However, our analysis is not irrelevant to non-consequentialist
approaches to climate ethics whenever these consider preferences.

We proceed as follows: In Section 2, we illustrate why preference forma-
tion by policy is likely to be pervasive over the long time scales that climate
policy evaluation must consider. In Section 3, we consider the major po-
sitions in economic welfare theory and assess what new arguments for and
against them are provided by the case of preference formation through the
lens of climate change mitigation. In Section 4, we discuss the implications
of our arguments for climate policy. Section 5 concludes.

1However, this is certainly not true for contextual factors influencing decision-making.
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2 Policy really does change preferences

This section employs a series of empirical examples to demonstrate that pol-
icy really does change preferences over long time scales relevant for climate
policy. Before moving to the examples, we clarify some the key concepts.

Traditionally, households are assumed to maximise a utility function
that represents stable preferences over different bundles of consumption.
Preferences, the choice set and a budget constraint are the only inputs to
determining choice in this model. Households’ preferences can therefore
be inferred from their observable choices. A utility function is not to be
interpreted as a measure of subjective well-being or ‘happiness’, but rather
as a function representing which options are preferred over other options.
In contrast, behavioural economic research is more likely to view humans
as altruistic and envious, often with incorrect beliefs, and using heuristics
to reduce the cognitive load of decision making. Other factors, unrelated
to the choice outcome, are also acknowledged to interfere with decision-
making (Camerer et al., 2005; Camerer, 2008; Thaler and Sunstein, 2008;
DellaVigna, 2009; Kahneman, 2011). Therefore, in addition to the choice set
and preferences, beliefs and decision-making processes (DellaVigna, 2009)
are required to be specified before preferences can be identified.2

Here, we focus on cases when the underlying preferences change, not the
contextual factors in decision-making. Some examples for changes in pref-
erences include: learning new habits from one’s social environment (Wein-
berger and Goetzke, 2010), changes in consumption preferences due to prior
consumption or maturation (Loewenstein and Ubel, 2008), changes in which
social comparisons people adhere to (Frey, 2008) or changes in intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation, including altruistic behaviour (Bowles and Polania-
Reyes, 2012).

In the language of economic modelling, preferences become endogenous
once there are other variables that influence them, in contrast to the con-
ventional approach in which they are treated as being fixed (Fehr and Hoff,
2011). Once anyone influences any preference, one can speak of preference
formation. Examples for policies that change preferences include aware-
ness raising campaigns and advertisement as far as these not only provide
information or raise the salience of an issue, but aim to change citizens’
habits. Further examples are education policy or urban design. Choices to

2The decision-making process can involve maximising some utility function, but it
can also consist in choosing a default or being influenced by the framing of a choice,
for example. The distinction between decision-making and preferences is particularly
important to this article. Much normative work, in particular about “nudging” (Thaler
and Sunstein, 2008), has focused on the role of contextual factors in decision-making, such
as the framing of a choice or setting a default. Further work has debated normative criteria
in view of incoherent preferences, for example time-inconsistent preferences (Bernheim and
Rangel, 2007). However, in both of these cases the phenomenon under consideration is a
decision, rather than a preference, that is changed by policy or context.
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allocate goods by markets or by other institutions may also unintentionally
shape preferences (Bowles, 1998). Recently, Schumacher (2015) modeled the
idea that societies might invest in an environmental culture that results in
a stronger preferences for environmental quality, while Prieur and Bréchet
(2013) consider the notion that investment in education reinforces such a
preference.3

Preference formation: examples relevant for climate policy Equipped
with the terminology just introduced, we now consider four cases of prefer-
ence formation by policy that are relevant for the transition to a low-carbon
economy. Bowles (1998) gives a comprehensive overview of how preferences
co-evolve with economic institutions and the main mechanism by which pref-
erences are shaped: cultural transmission. Here we focus on four examples
particularly relevant to climate policy.

First, a recent strand of transportation research suggests that the urban
environment one lives in shapes one’s preferences about modes of transporta-
tion (Cao et al., 2007; Weinberger and Goetzke, 2010, 2011): when people
move from a city with good public transport to a car-dependent city they
‘export’ their mobility habits. They are more likely to own fewer vehicles
due to learned preferences for lower levels of car ownership (Weinberger and
Goetzke, 2010, see also Mattauch et al., 2015 for a more detailed discus-
sion).4

Based on this finding, reconsider the introductory example of an urban
transport system that is to be developed. Suppose that transport system A
is based on electric cars, while transport system B is based on non-motorized
and public transport. Suppose that both systems are fuelled by energy from
renewable sources. Both systems are hence low-carbon, yet they widely differ
in their impact on urbanites’ well-being on various dimensions, such as pri-

3We do not make any claims on the empirical matter of how fast a preference change
can happen for an individual. There is some evidence that if people first encounter a good
that is new to them, they form a preference about its value almost immediately (Ariely
et al., 2003). What matters for our claims about climate policy assessment in this article is
the time scale of preference changes across the population. Bowles (1998) comprehensively
argues that the primary mechanism for preference formation is cultural evolution. Thus,
aggregate preference changes will usually be slow.

4In the light of (Bowles, 1998), who argues that the primary channel for acquiring pref-
erences is cultural transmission, one may wonder whether the preference change regarding
car ownership is due directly to characteristics of the built environment or largely due
to peer effects. While current studies (Cao et al., 2007; Weinberger and Goetzke, 2010)
appear inconclusive about this, it seems clear that appropriate transport infrastructure is
at least a precondition for sustainable mobility habits. For example, given people’s basic
transport needs, some transport systems will make living without a car impossible. Even
if it is the case that people learn sustainable mobility habits only from their peers and
their preferences do not change with characteristics of the built environment, appropri-
ate infrastructures are required to make the learning of new mobility preferences possible
(Weinberger and Goetzke, 2010).
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vacy, health, comfort, subjective well-being and social cohesion (Woodcock
et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2015). Choices of urban
design have very long-lasting impacts (Newman and Kenworthy, 1999; Ma-
succi et al., 2013) and large-scale urbanization in the developing economies
is a key driver of future greenhouse gas emissions: “The anticipated growth
in urban population will require a massive build-up of urban infrastructure”
(Seto et al., 2014, p. 927). For this reason, our view is that urban design is
perhaps the most important example of climate policy shaping preferences.5

Second, inducing people to make more healthy dietary choices is a recur-
rent topic in public health policy (Nestle and Jacobson, 2000; Story et al.,
2008). For example, this includes a reduction in meat consumption (Singh
et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2005), which would also reduce emissions from the
agricultural sector (Stehfest et al., 2009; Popp et al., 2010). Food preferences
are to a large degree culturally evolved (Rozin and Vollmecke, 1986; Birch,
1999). It follows that policy measures can have an influence on them (Prad-
han et al., 2013), in particular through nutrition education of the young
(Birch, 1999). In particular, adopting vegetarianism or veganism for ethical
or health motives, is evidently an action that alters one’s preferences and
whether this is to be promoted or not is also a policy choice.

Third, Bowles and Polania-Reyes (2012) and Bowles (2016) demonstrate
that policy measures influence the degree to which people behave altruis-
tically: for example, incentives designed to increase public good contribu-
tions are often counterproductive (Bowles and Polania-Reyes, 2012). In
particular, they argue that incentives may “. . . affect the process by which
people learn new preferences” (Bowles and Polania-Reyes, 2012). They sur-
vey nine experimental studies that indicate that beyond influences on the
decision-making process, preferences are changed after a treatment. As part
of the population is highly intrinsically motivated to contribute to climate
protection (Diederich and Goeschl, 2014), the findings on changes in other-
regarding preferences may evidently apply to climate policy. For instance,
Frey and Stutzer (2008) discuss crowding-out of intrinsic motivation by pol-
icy measures that aim to protect the environment.

Fourth, the carbon-intensity of status symbols may change over time.
While status-seeking behaviour is an anthropological phenomenon (Raleigh
et al., 1984; Layard, 2011, Ch. 10), what is considered a status symbol
does vary over time (Frey, 2008). As the most prominent example Veblen
(1899/2007) observed that for rich people of his time, leisure was a status
symbol. On the contrary, in contemporary Western societies this is not the
case: rather, too little leisure time may be taken because additional income

5While in many countries the power sector is the largest source of emissions, the po-
tential for policy-induced preference changes is probably less important. However, there
is already some anecdotal evidence from power suppliers that when consumers own their
own power generation (e. g. rooftop solar panels) their behaviours change in relation to
their energy use.
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is needed to finance conspicuous consumption (Layard, 2006, 2011). It is
also debated whether the recent decline in car use of younger generations in
Western countries is in part due to reduced importance of the car as a status
symbol or not (Goodwin, 2012; Kuhnimhof et al., 2012; Stokes, 2013). Over
long time-horizons, what is considered to be a status-laden good or activity
can change and is thus partially a choice of societies. One may hypothe-
size that the transition to the low-carbon economy may be easier if status
symbols were low-carbon goods or activities.

These four examples indicate that the standard strategy of evaluating
policies by relying on fixed preferences is not valid on the long time scales
that climate policy assessment must consider. In view of preference forma-
tion, a cost concept cannot be straightforwardly derived from the idea that
welfare is the satisfaction of preferences if these change with the policies to
be evaluated.

Why preference formation invalidates orthodox economic policy
evaluation The rationale of economic climate policy assessment is to eval-
uate which among several feasible mitigation options is best. Typically, one
sets an emission reduction target such as limiting global warming to an
increase of 2◦C in global mean temperature. Economic studies then exam-
ine which mitigation path – that is, which combination of technologies – is
most cost-effective in reaching the target (IPCC, 2014). The cost of climate
policies includes the opportunity costs of forgone consumption. But such
opportunity costs are a function of people’s preferences for the goods fore-
gone. This means that any normative strategy of assessing policies in terms
of their cost to society is based on the idea that the monetary value that
people attach to consumption is a reasonable normative criterion. However,
the prices consumers are willing to pay for the goods offered to them depend
on the preferences they have.6

This raises intricate normative questions: Assuming that preferences for
low-carbon consumption facilitate a transition to the low-carbon economy,
should society, from a moral point of view, try to change preferences? As a
separate question, should a government be allowed to use the instruments
to do that? There are some good reasons to believe that the answer to
these questions is no. However, the above examples also indicate that in
some domains of policy, such as infrastructure investment, any policy choice
(including the absence of regulation!) will inevitably shape preferences and

6Further, intertemporal benefit-cost analysis relies on the assumption that projects
to be evaluated are marginal, while large-scale infrastructure investments in the context
of climate and energy policy may influence the growth path of the economy (Dietz and
Hepburn, 2013). In this article we focus on an additional reason why standard benefit-
cost analyses of such projects is unsuitable: when they shape preferences, the underlying
welfare criterion of the satisfaction of stable revealed preferences is inadequate.
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choices, (see Sunstein, 2015 for an elaborate discussion).7 By which norma-
tive criteria should policies be chosen in this context? It is to these questions
that we turn in the next section.

3 Welfare criteria when preferences change

This section provides a summary of the three major positions in current eco-
nomic welfare theory (Loewenstein and Ubel, 2008; Fleurbaey, 2009; Fleur-
baey and Blanchet, 2013): preference satisfaction (Subsection 3.1), max-
imising a substantive objective such as subjective well-being (Subsection
3.2) and the capability approach (Subsection 3.3). Each position provides a
different answer to the question: “What should policy aim to achieve?” –
give citizens what they want, maximise their well-being, or maximise their
capabilities. The typical starting point of economists is that policy should
satisfy people’s preferences, but if those preferences are themselves shaped
by policy, some meta-analysis is called for. Bowles (1998) concludes that
“[. . . ] a new welfare economics would of course have to confront the long-
standing liberal philosophical reluctance to privilege some ends over others
. . . ” (p. 105). We believe that this is not a forgone conclusion. Instead
the difficulty of preference formation must be addressed in the light of the
current approaches to welfare theory. The capabilities approach need not in
principle privilege some ends over others, even if it does implicitly privilege
the means. Nevertheless, our consideration of the arguments for and against
the major positions leads us to conclude that the satisfaction of fundamental
preferences or substantive welfare concepts are promising ways to address
the challenge raised by endogenous preferences. Table 1 summarizes our
discussion.

3.1 Preference satisfaction

The first normative position to consider is the idea that welfare consists in
preference satisfaction. While there are competing views in economic theory
and economic philosophy at which level preferences should matter (Gul and
Pesendorfer, 2001; Hausman, 2012; Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013; Decancq
et al., 2015; Dietrich and List, 2016), the standard approach in economics is
to assume that preferences are revealed by choices. In this sense, standard
economic welfare analysis assumes that “whatever people choose makes them
better off” (Loewenstein and Ubel, 2008).

7Note that the standard charge of “paternalism” does not apply to thinking about
policy modifying preferences in this way. The reason is that the behavioural account of
decision-making implies that whatever the status of the built and social environment, it
shapes decisions and preferences. So a government that refrains from choosing to influence
it is no protection from the influence of the context on people’s choice. Rather, it endorses
the status quo of the influence.
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Preference satisfaction Substantive concepts, Capability approach
here: subjective

well-being

General advantage people are the best judges happiness an integral larger evaluative space:
of what is good for them part of welfare freedom to choose

General disadvantage preferences frequently unreliable: paternalist measurement of welfare
ill-defined and incoherent or illegitimate underspecified, not a separate

approach?

Revealed Fundamental
preferences preferences

Difficulties regarding
preference formation largely question- fundamental insufficient forecasts fundamental valuations

by climate policy begging preferences not unchanging
not unchanging

Table 1: The three major approaches to welfare, their general advantages and disadvantages
and specific difficulties regarding preference formation by policy

This orthodox approach has recently been undermined by the behavioural
account of how humans make economic choices (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008;
Kahneman, 2011), in addition to the problems of endogeneity addressed in
this article. It is now clear that preferences are often inconsistent or unde-
fined. Choices are systematically influenced by biases and factors that do
not have normative significance. An entire canon of experimental and psy-
chological evidence now suggests that there is a wedge between preference
and choice as, for instance, preferences get distorted by the context of a
choice. This, one might think, makes it difficult to sustain the position that
whatever people choose makes them better off.

Yet an emerging theory attempts to save the idea that welfare consists in
the satisfaction of preferences, even if preferences are not directly revealed
in choices. Scholars have suggested modified preference satisfaction criteria
that can take into account that choices are biased or shaped by contextual
and framing factors (Bernheim and Rangel, 2007; Thaler and Sunstein, 2008;
Bernheim and Rangel, 2009; Manzini and Mariotti, 2014) instead of equating
preferences with choices.

However, this body of literature has not considered the situation ad-
dressed in this article in which preferences are influenced by policy (but
see Sunstein, 1993). Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) note that “[a] concept of
welfare based on preference has difficulty evaluating welfare in a situation
of changing preferences, without privileging some preferences over others.”
(p. 1798) We first consider modifications to the revealed preference approach
in Subsection 3.1.1 and then the idea that welfare is the satisfaction of ‘fun-
damental’ preferences in Subsection 3.1.2.
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3.1.1 Modifying the view that welfare consists in satisfying re-
vealed preferences

A natural first attempt to deal with the difficulty that policy choices can
form preferences would be to save as much of the idea that welfare is de-
termined by the satisfaction of stable preferences. This may be particularly
attractive if preferences changing in response to policy measures is a limited
phenomenon. (Binder, 2010, Chapter 6.1) gives a comprehensive discussion
of this strategy, here we focus on its application to climate policy.

The strategy for only minimally extending the standard revealed pref-
erence approach to make room for endogenously formed preferences is to
find a way that yields “revealed” preferences suitable to the policy problem
at hand. In many situations, people may entertain and can state meta-
preferences over the basic preferences that a situation may shape.

This is not a satisfying solution if preference formation is more pervasive,
as is suggested by the previous section, for the task of decarbonisation.
Suppose we evaluate the merit of given urban design options by the number
of people that move to or from similarly designed urban districts or by
surveys of the sort of built environment people want. This may not address
the problem that people’s preferences are already and will be formed by the
policy choices in the following cases: people may not have meta-preferences
about the different possible environments, they may not be aware that some
of their preferences will be formed by the choice, or meta-preferences cannot
be elicited.

More importantly, even if current meta-preferences are assumed to be
normatively reliable, a further reason to reject such a criterion is that the
policy choice will influence the preferences of the future people. It seems
impossible to currently elicit any information about the direction in which
way future people would want their preferences to be shaped, had they
known that they are shaped by policy before their birth.8

We thus conclude that such attempts to resurrect revealed (meta-)preferences
will be question-begging if (a) preference formation by policy is too perva-
sive to reasonably find enough possibilities of eliciting meta-preferences of
the current population or (b) preference formation of future people is in-
volved.

8It is beyond scope of the present article to take into account that society’s choices will
change which future people come into existence, that is, the non-identity problem (Parfit,
1987; Roberts, 2015). It is true that global climate policy affects the identity and number
of future people, not just the characteristics of their existence such as their preferences,
as discussed here. Evidently, the non-identity problem complicates the task of normative
climate economics (Kolstad et al., 2014). For instance, Broome (2016) argues that taking
into account the non-identity problem invalidates preference- and substantive-approaches
to welfare economics and instead recommends resourcism.
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3.1.2 Fundamental preferences

A different solution that retains the preference satisfaction approach to wel-
fare relies upon a distinction between preferences at a “fundamental” level
and those at a “superficial” level (at least implicit in Lancaster, 1966 and
Decancq et al., 2015). Most humans instinctively recognize their moment-
to-moment choices can conflict with their fundamental desires, whether due
to error, bias, weakness of the will or influence of context.

In this framework, welfare is defined as the satisfaction of fundamental
preferences. People’s moment-to-moment choices reveal only their superfi-
cial preferences, which are not necessarily aligned with these deeper prefer-
ences, given all the distortions in decision-making identified by behavioural
economics. If this distinction is accepted, the challenge is then how to
identify these fundamental preferences. Patterns of choices, almost at an
“anthropological” level, might be used to reveal fundamental preferences
for comfort, reputation, meaning, security and so on. For instance, Diet-
rich and List (2013, 2016) model a decision-maker with stable fundamental
preferences but where each specific decision is a function of the “motivation-
ally salient” properties of the options, where such properties depend on the
context (Dietrich and List, 2016).9

For instance, for the case of designing a transport system, one may hy-
pothesize that people’s “fundamental” transport preferences are to desire a
transport system that provides comfort, efficiency, reliability and privacy.
The finding that urban infrastructure shapes preferences could arguably be
understood at the superficial, not the fundamental level. This approach
indicates a clear way out of the normative problem that policy measures
may shape preferences: it holds that this is the case for “superficial” instead
of fundamental preferences. When welfare is based on fundamental prefer-
ences, no difficulty for the preference view of welfare arises through the link
between policies and superficial preferences.

However, the distinction between fundamental and superficial prefer-
ences may, in practice, provide less of a solution than first appears. Assume
that policy instruments shape superficial preferences, leaving fundamental
preferences intact. This leaves a great deal undetermined about the con-
tent of those fundamental preferences. The core challenge, as noted above,
is identifying the fundamental preferences, and there is a scarcity of useful
empirical research in this area. For instance, building an efficient, reliable
and comfortable transport system will not settle all questions of urban de-
sign that must be decided. One may still need substantive welfare criteria
for determining the details of policy choices. This is precisely what the pref-
erence approach wants to avoid. Once we move away from the assumption

9Bosworth et al. (2016) take a similar approach to explaining how different motives
may be activated by different social settings, while Lecouteux (2015) (Chapter 5) considers
games in which players choose their preferences in a precommitment game.
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that what people choose makes them better off, it may not be possible to
avoid “privileging some ends over others”.

Another objection to relying on preferences at a fundamental level is the
point that even these may change over very long time scales. For example,
the degree of risk aversion is an important normative parameter for economic
evaluations. It seems unlikely that a theory of welfare as the satisfaction
of fundamental preferences can be useful without a risk measure. However,
it is well imaginable that risk aversion is something that changes from one
generation to the next. So it seems conceivable that people’s fundamen-
tal desires will vary somewhat over time.10 Moreover, the current reality
and future prospects of human enhancement including genetic engineering
(Bostrom and Savulescu, 2009; Juengst and Moseley, 2016) cast doubt on
the idea that one can rely on fundamental preferences as unchanging for the
next century. For example, humans might enhance their capacities to be
more altruistic, intelligent and resilient, including through taking drugs and
genetic modifications (Savulescu et al., 2011) on a large scale. This high-
lights that over long time scales, even preferences about such fundamental
goals as security, comfort and privacy might change to some degree.

In short, while there is some attraction in preserving preference satisfac-
tion by unearthing fundamental preferences, this is not without its theoret-
ical and practical challenges. If people’s fundamental preferences cannot be
identified, policymakers will have to employ some substantive conception of
welfare in order to make policy decisions.

3.2 Substantive welfare criteria

The second normative position is that welfare is to be equated with spe-
cific concepts of the good life. Substantive approaches equate welfare with
concrete life goals, such as health, happiness meaning or wisdom (Loewen-
stein, 2009; Layard, 2011; Baumeister et al., 2013; Greene, 2013). They
evaluate policies by their impact on these goals, instead of relying on the
liberal principle that people themselves are the best judges of what is good
for them.

The only substantive welfare conception that has received much atten-
tion by economists is the viewpoint that subjective well-being (“happiness”)
should be maximised. Welfare is taken to be subjective well-being as mea-
sured in happiness research (Kahneman and Krueger, 2006; Krueger et al.,
2009; Layard, 2011). This branch of social psychology finds that the mea-
surement of subjective well-being is reliable: self-reported experience of one’s
quality of life and one’s feelings are reasonably accurate characterizations of

10Further, people seek subjective well-being (Benjamin et al., 2012; Fleurbaey and
Schwandt, 2015), but not exclusively (Benjamin et al., 2012) because meaning (Baumeis-
ter et al., 2013) also matters, for instance. It is possible that the degree to which people
seek these goals changes over time.
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people’s life satisfaction and present mood (Kahneman and Krueger, 2006;
Frey, 2008; Diener et al., 2009; Kahneman, 2011; Layard, 2011). The claim
of reliability rests upon the observation that higher values in such surveys
correlate with, for example, more genuine smiles, being seen as happier by
peers as well as lower risk of suicide (Kahneman and Krueger, 2006; Frey,
2008; Layard, 2011). The viewpoint that welfare is happiness is different
from the idea that welfare consists in preference satisfaction because it is a
robust finding of the behavioural sciences that human beings make decisions
that do not maximise their subjective well-being (Hsee and Hastie, 2006).

In general, whether one prefers a “substantive” welfare conception over
a “liberal” approach to welfare depends on weighing two key considerations.
On the one hand, supporters of the “liberal” approach argue that substan-
tive concepts are too “paternalist”. People legitimately have other goals
than those in the philosopher’s conception of the good life (Crisp, 2005,
Section 4. 3). Specifically, the idea that welfare is happiness is rejected –
the definition of a flourishing life will vary from person to person, and may
not necessarily maximise happiness (Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013). Fur-
thermore, subjective well-being is not necessarily a good representation of
severe (material) deprivation (Sen, 1985) – psychological adaptation (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999) can create ‘happy peasants’ – but eliminating
such deprivation may be socially desirable.

On the other hand, supporters of the “substantive” approach note that
“liberal” approaches ignore the large influence of cognitive biases that may
distort people’s choices (Loewenstein and Ubel, 2008). Further, the cases in
which individuals have goals in life different from their own reported well-
being may be irrelevant for most practical policy applications (see Greene,
2013, for a related view), in particular related to mitigation options.

For the purposes of this article on endogenous preferences, substantive
welfare conceptions have the great advantage that the influence of policy
on preferences does not complicate the evaluation at all (cf. Binder, 2010,
Ch. 6.1). For instance, deciding on urban infrastructure projects on the
merit of making the population as happy as possible would need to consider
preference formation as part of the long-term impact of a policy instrument,
but not as part of the normative analysis. In practice, a particular caveat
from the viewpoint of seeking to evaluate preference changes over long time
periods is that little is known how determinants of happiness or meaning
may change. Some determinants of happiness are biological, but many other
aspects, as well as most aspects of meaning are cultural and thus will also
change in the long-term. While this is not an objection to substantive welfare
conception in principle, it may be one that is very relevant in practice,
when applying this normative viewpoint to evaluate climate policy measures:
one may not have forecasts of how social change will influence the cultural
determinants of happiness and meaning.
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3.3 The capability approach

The third major position on welfare is the capability approach. This ap-
proach holds that the basic unit of assessment for human well-being is “ca-
pabilities” and not preferences, nor subjective well-being. In the version of
the approach of Sen (1985), “functionings” are all sort of doings and beings
of a person. “Capabilities” are the possible combinations of these function-
ings that a person is able to achieve (Sen, 1985, 2001). Welfare can be
seen as an aggregation of valuation functions that individuals have over the
capabilities, their possible functioning vectors (Sen, 1985, Ch. VII, see also
Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013, Ch. 6.2, for an elaborate discussion).

Freedom is emphasized as a key consideration of the capability approach
in two ways. First, the focus on capabilities instead of functionings incorpo-
rates people’s freedom to choose between different achievements (Sen, 1985).
Second, the weight given to different capabilities should be determined by
people’s own valuations that have to be aggregated through social choice
(Sen, 2001), not evaluated by substantive concepts of what the good life
is. The approach seeks to avoid both a metric of happiness and a metric
of how resources fulfil preference, emphasizing that the right space for eval-
uating policies is that of capabilities. For example, happiness can be seen
as one functioning among the others, while including all possible valuations
of many dimensions of life (Sen, 1985). Therefore, what is generally seen
as attractive about this approach is that it broadens the scope of welfare
analysis to more dimensions of life than could be monetized or are related
to happiness.11

The capability approach is celebrated primarily for broadening the space
of evaluations of policy to functionings and capabilities instead of the nar-
rower metrics of subjective well-being or preference satisfaction. It is an
extremely appealing idea. However, using the capability approach in prac-
tice to measure welfare and assess economic policy has always been consid-
ered its weaker part (Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013, Ch. 6). In general, we
agree with the critique of the capability approach put forth by Fleurbaey
and Blanchet (2013): despite the change of focus of the evaluative space
to capabilities, for the task of assessing welfare, the approach still needs

11A different version of the capability approach is advocated by Nussbaum (see Nuss-
baum, 2011 for a recent treatment): while she also advocates people’s possible achieve-
ments as the right domain for evaluating policy, her focus is on finding an explicit list
of dimensions of life in which capabilities should matter. Policy should then ensure the
possibility of basic achievements in each dimension. Nussbaum’s version of the capability
approach is thus explicitly pluralist about values. The capabilities that matter for people
are seen as incommensurable and cannot without distortion be aggregated (Nussbaum,
2011, p. 18f.). Thus, it does not endorse the method that policies must be judged based
on one single scale, which is the focus of this article. One objection to this approach from
the point of view of doing economics is that it has little to say about policy decisions that
involve trade-offs between the dimensions.
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a metric that allows to weigh the capabilities people value. It insists that
people’s valuations of capabilities should be considered at a fundamental
level (Sen, 1985). However, once a valuation system is chosen, for example
by a democratic procedure (Sen, 2001), Sen (1985, 2001) insists that differ-
ent individuals’ welfare should be valued by one aggregate metric. It would
therefore be vulnerable to the objections raised to substantive concepts in
the previous subsection. If, instead, people’s individual valuations of their
capabilities were respected, then the capability approach likely collapses into
a preference-based approach to welfare with a broadened domain (Fleurbaey
and Blanchet, 2013, Ch. 6). In short, it would need people’s fundamental
preferences over their capabilities as an input to assess welfare.

Therefore, in our view, the approach faces similar practical objections
as the idea of assessing welfare by fundamental preferences above: First,
for practical policy applications such as low-carbon urban design, relying
on fundamental preferences practically leaves too much undecided. Second,
given past and expected changes in the human condition, it is not clear that
one should take fundamental preferences as unchanging on long time scales.
In sum, the move to functionings and capabilities as the evaluative space for
welfare may initially sound promising for the issue preference formation by
policy. However, practical limitations imply that it may not help much.

4 Implications for climate policy

We have established that (i) policy can and does shape preferences, (ii) that
this likely matters for climate policy; (iii) that government cannot avoid it
and hence (iv) must have some framework for evaluating the best way in
which to shape preferences. We argued in section 3 that the most plausible
approaches were to attempt to unearth fundamental preferences, or perhaps
more practically, look to substantive concepts of welfare to provide guidance
when preferences are endogenous. However, irrespective of the approach,
there are two important and immediate implications of the endogeneity of
preferences for climate policy.

First, conclusions about optimal levels of greenhouse gas emissions are
affected by preference endogeneity. This is because if policy induces stronger
preferences for low-carbon consumption goods, the costs of decarbonisation
fall. Models that do not factor such shifts in preferences overestimate the
cost of mitigating climate change, and hence arrive at conclusions that less
mitigation is optimal as a consequence. This is not a mere theoretical issue.
The early integrated assessment models (Nordhaus, 1994; Edenhofer et al.,
2005) eschewed the problem of preference changes, modelling consumption
as a generic good. They considered decarbonisation as a supply-side prob-
lem, that is, see the solution space for mitigation options in a transformation
of the energy system (see Creutzig et al., 2016). More current generations
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of Integrated Assessment and global land use models do sometimes consider
exogenous demand changes in carbon-intensive sectors of the economy – no-
tably in the food (Stehfest et al., 2009; Popp et al., 2010), less so in the
transport (Creutzig et al., 2015; McCollum et al., 2016) sector – as part of
the space of mitigation options. Yet, as far as we are aware, no single Inte-
grated Assessment model, or even most theoretical models in environmental
economics, consider how climate policy may induce preference changes them-
selves. If, indeed, stronger preferences for low-carbon consumption goods are
induced by some technological options, the costs of decarbonisation would
be overestimated by those models as a consequence.

Second, the design of policies to reduce emissions is affected. Consider
emission pricing, for instance, whether through taxation or a trading system.
Should the carbon price be applied upstream (on firms that extract carbon),
at the point of emission (as is currently the case around the world), or on
final consumers of the goods that cause the emissions? One might think
it does not make much difference – the price should radiate up or down
the supply chain in any case, triggering behaviour changes by producers
and consumers. For instance, an increase the carbon price (whether raising
the tax rate or by tightening the emissions cap) on producers should be
transferred to consumers (Hepburn et al., 2013). However, if preferences can
change in response to climate policy, one may speculate that the salience of
the carbon price may be relevant. If the price is made explicit to consumers,
they may become more aware of dangers associated with climate change,
and voluntarily decide to take more action than might be expected by the
pure price signal.

The consequences of any change in preferences would differ between a
tax and trading scheme. Suppose pricing emissions crowds in intrinsic moti-
vation to protect the environment. With a tax, more mitigation than would
have happened had preferences not changed occurs, and the price remains
fixed. With a trading scheme, the amount of mitigation is fixed, and the shift
in preferences would simply reduce market emission prices. In contrast, if
pricing emissions crowds out intrinsic motivation, the opposite effects arise –
less mitigation with a tax, and higher carbon prices under a trading scheme.
The literature on instrument choice (Weitzman, 1974; Hepburn, 2006) to
our knowledge has not considered this point. The carbon price that is op-
timal when the policy triggers no net change in preferences emerges as a
special case. That said, we doubt these effects are particularly strong – and
empirical evidence of the magnitude of them is not yet available. In con-
trast, climate policies concerning the built and social environment clearly
do influence how preferences are formed and the effects will be relevant to
policy design. Shifting preferences may well be relevant to the ex post po-
litical acceptability of the policy – a brave politician could introduce more
stringent climate policy on the grounds that, once introduced, voters will
approve of it, even if they do not ex ante.
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5 Conclusion

This article argued that preference formation by policy measures is a diffi-
culty for normatively sound evaluations of climate policy. It first surveyed
the empirical evidence for the premise that, in the long term, preference
formation by climate policy is pervasive. From this premise we derived
the conclusion that the focus of normative climate economics on Pigouvian
pricing is somewhat misplaced for normative reasons. Instead those policies
that shape the built and social environment of choices such as infrastructure
investments and urban design must be considered as equally important in
welfare analysis. We further argued that the possibility of preference forma-
tion by policy requires a re-evaluation of the standard positions on welfare.
From our survey of the current welfare-theoretic positions we concluded that
identifying welfare with the satisfaction of fundamental preferences or with
substantive concepts such as subjective well-being are promising strategies,
but need to be further explored. The analysis in this article could be ex-
tended in at least two ways. First, future empirical and philosophical work
may be needed to clarify how much weight can be put on the distinction be-
tween superficial and fundamental preferences. Second, how specific tastes
derive from more fundamental preferences over long time scales and condi-
tional on the decision environment seems to us a topic that is not considered
enough in formal economic work.
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